The MCM-140 enhances the ease of use and the control of all functions of the wireless PowerCode™, PowerMax™, home automation and security system.

- Universal Wireless Remote Commander for PowerMax™
- In-house wireless remote control of PowerCode™ and PowerMax™ systems
- Easy programming and user-friendly control
- Visual indications with three color-coded LEDs
- Audible signals given in response to specific actions
- Back light illumination
- Modern, ergonomic design for hand held use or wall mounting, anywhere in the home or office

Visonic®
For a smart and secure lifestyle
Visonic’s MCM-140 is the universal wireless remote control unit for the PowerMax™ home automation and security control system. It enables easy programming and control of the many PowerMax™ functions from anywhere in the home or office.

MCM-140 functions and commands are activated in the same manner as on the PowerMax™ keypad for controlling events or X-10 devices from any room or throughout the facility. Employing Visonic’s PowerCode™ and CodeSecure™ technologies, the MCM-140 sends different coded signal (channel) for each function or command. The MCM-140 can also be used with other Visonic PowerCode™ wireless systems.

The keypad’s backlit illumination enables operation even in the dark. Color-coded LEDs and audible sounds confirm the user’s command. Automatic supervision messages are sent periodically to confirm connectivity.

This compact, ergonomically designed controller operates at several optional frequencies in compliance with European and U.S. standards. It has a 3V long life standard lithium battery with automatic reporting when the battery needs to be replaced. The wall-mounted bracket assures that the remote control unit is conveniently located where you most often need it.

SPECIFICATIONS

Transmitted ID Type: PowerCode™ and CodeSecure™

PowerCode™ - Used for Lights 1-7, Light 8 (PGM controlled), Fire and Emergency functions

CodeSecure™ - Used for Home arming, Away arming, Disarming, Aux and Panic functions

Operating Frequency (MHz): 315, 433.9, 868.95 and 869.2625

Battery: 3V standard Lithium battery, CR123A

Back light illumination: Selectable on/off

Dimensions (HxWxD): 127 x 70 x 24 mm (5 x 2-3/4 x 31/32 in.)

Operating Temperatures: 0°-49°C (32°-120°F)

Compliance with Standards: FCC part 15, Industry Canada, EN 50130-4, 300220-3

Visonic Ltd reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice. Full warranty statement available upon request.

Web site: http://www.visonic.com